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Discover Britain : a practical guide to the language, country and people Lindop, Christine D. Dramatic monologues for listening comprehension Mortimer, Colin D. Elementary task listening Stokes, Jackie D. Elements of pronunciation Mortimer, Colin D. Elements of pronunciation : intensive practice for intermediate and more advanced students Mortimer, Colin D.

English phonetics and phonology D. English pronunciation illustrated Trim, J. Explorations in the ethnography of speaking [] Libro. Feelings Doff, Adrian D. Functions of English Jones, Leo D. Historia del mundo en la Edad Moderna Libro.

Ideas D. Ideas : speaking and listening activities Jones, Leo D. Inside meaning Swan, Michael D. Harrison Libro. Learner English : a teacher's guide to interference and other problems D. Learning to listen Maley, Alan D. Learning to listen : tasks for developing listening skills Maley, Alan D.

Link-up Mortimer, Colin D. Meanings into words : intermediate. Drills cassette Doff, Adrian D. Student's book cassette Doff, Adrian D. Notions in English Jones, Leo D. Over to you Boardman, Roy D.

Phonetic drill reader O'Connor, J. Poem into poem : reading and writing poems with students of English Maley, Alan D. Preparation of manuscripts and correction of proofs Crutchley, Brooke Libro. Progress to Proficiency D. Progress to Proficiency Jones, Leo D. Reading and fiction in golden-age Spain lle, B.

Reading between the lines : integrated language and literature activities McRae, John D. Reasons for listening D. Reasons for listening Scarbrough, David D. Ship or sheep? Sounds interesting Maley, Alan D. Sounds interesting : resource material for teachers Maley, Alan D. Sounds intriguing Maley, Alan D. Stress time Mortimer, Colin D.

Task listening Blundell, Lesley D. Telephoning What is History?: The George Macaulay Trevelyan Lectures Delivered In The University of Cambridge English Naterop, B. Jean D. The Cambridge English course : class cassette What is History?: The George Macaulay Trevelyan Lectures Delivered In The University of Cambridge.

The printing revolution in early modern Europe Eisenstein, Elizabeth L. The web of words : exploring literature through language Carter, Ronald D. Tree or three? Understanding ideas Swan, Michael D.


National Library of Australia. Search the catalogue for collection items held by the National Library of Australia. Enjoy a CovidSafe visit to the National Library. Read more Carr, Edward Hallett. What is history? Request this item to view in the Library's reading rooms using your library card. To learn more about how to request items watch this short online video. You can view this on the NLA website.

Login Register. Advanced search Search history. Browse titles authors subjects uniform titles series callnumbers dewey numbers starting from optional. See what's been added to the collection in the current 1 2 3 4 5 6 weeks months years. Your reader barcode: Your last name: Cite this Email this Add to favourites Print this page.

You must be logged in to Tag Records. In the Library Request this item to view in the Library's reading rooms using your library card. Order a copy Copyright or permission restrictions may apply. We will contact you if necessary. To learn more about Copies Direct watch this short online video. What is History?: The George Macaulay Trevelyan Lectures Delivered In The University of Cambridge. Need Help? How do I find a book? Can I borrow this item?

Can I get a copy? Can I view this online? Ask a librarian. Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander and other First Nations people are advised that this catalogue contains names, recordings and images of deceased people and other content that may be culturally sensitive. BookOnline - Google Books. Carr, Edward Hallett, History -- Philosophy. Main Reading Room - Held offsite.

You can be confident that when you make a purchase through ABAA. Our sellers guarantee your order will be shipped promptly and that all items are as described. Buy with confidence through ABAA. Browse by Category Bookseller Recently Listed. What Is History? NY:: Knopf. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket. Stated first American edition. Very good in a very good minor edge wear, a bit faded along the spine, light impression from a removed sticker on rear panelprice clipped dust jacket.

Inventory : Grendel Books. Offered by Grendel Books 87 Mulberry St. Springfield, MA JavaScript must be enabled to view this email address. Please contact us to reserve books in advance.
We will hold books for ten days, pending payment. All orders should be prepaid. Payment may be made by personal check, money order, What is History?: The George Macaulay Trevelyan Lectures Delivered In The University of Cambridge PayPal.

Institutions can be billed to suit their needs. Massachusetts residents please add 6. Domestic orders are shipped via the U. Shipping cost may be slightly higher depending on weight of book and shipping destination. Overseas orders are billed at cost. Books may be returned within 10 days for whatever reason, provided their condition has not been altered.

We request that you notify us in advance of returns. More from this seller. NY: : Pantheon,click for more details about Gift from the Sea. London: : T. Jack,click for more details about Tales of Mystery.